Top-Achieving Students can receive up to $4,500/Quarter*

Achievement Scholarship

Out-of-state and international freshman and transfer students are automatically considered for the Achievement Scholarship with their acceptance to the University of California, Riverside (UCR). No additional forms, paperwork, or applications are required to receive the scholarship!

*Scholarship winners either receive $4,500/quarter for a 3.9 GPA or higher OR $1,000/quarter for a 3.5–3.89 weighted GPA.

To Qualify for the Achievement Scholarship:

- Be a confirmed out-of-state or international student.
- Apply to UC Riverside.
- Log into My.UCR.EDU for admission and scholarship updates.
- Receive your admission notification.
- Submit your Statement of Intent to Register (SIR) by the deadline: Freshman: May 1 Transfer: June 1
- Maintain a 3.0 grade point average (GPA) during each academic quarter at UCR to continue receiving the scholarship.

LEARN MORE ABOUT
This Scholarship: Contact your admission counselor. Applying to UCR: admissions.ucr.edu